The ability to identify genetic alterations underlying disease and phenotypic variation is a major goal of the ongoing genomics revolution. Large-scale medical sequencing holds the promise of elucidating the genetic architecture of virtually all diseases, including the relative role of rare and common genetic variants. Such information should inform our understanding of the pathways involved in disease pathogenesis. Additionally, the ability to apply variant discovery to other organisms with annotated genomes is also of great value. So-called next-generation DNA sequencing technologies that involve massively parallel clonal ensemble sequencing are creating new opportunities for comprehensive genomic interrogation, bypassing some of the limitations associated with high-throughput electrophoresis-based sequencing methods (Margulies et al. 2005; Shendure et al. 2005; Bentley et al. 2008) . Although advances in these new technologies are being made at a rapid pace, the cost of sequencing a whole human genome and the associated costs and technical hurdles of data storage and analysis remain high for most large projects. As a result, methods are needed for efficient comprehensive sequencing of targeted genomic regions.
A number of genomic enrichment (or targeted capture) methods have been developed and used with varying levels of success (for reviews, see Garber 2008; Summerer 2009; Turner et al. 2009b; Mamanova et al. 2010) . Not surprisingly, each method has both common and unique issues related to the required input DNA, specificity and coverage, sensitivity and accuracy, scalability and potential for automation, and cost-effectiveness. Although multiple publications describe the individual methods Hodges et al. 2007; Okou et al. 2007; Porreca et al. 2007; Craig et al. 2008; Krishnakumar et al. 2008; Bau et al. 2009; Gnirke et al. 2009; Herman et al. 2009; Hodges et al. 2009; Li et al. 2009; Summerer et al. 2009; Tewhey et al. 2009 ), numerous variables are inherent to each experiment, including the nature of the targeted genomic region(s), sequencing platform, analysis software, and performance metrics; these variables make objective comparisons of the different methods challenging to perform.
Here, we report the testing, optimizing, and rigorous comparing of three genomic enrichment methods: Molecular Inversion Probes (MIP) (Porreca et al. 2007 ), Solution Hybrid Selection (SHS; Agilent) (Gnirke et al. 2009 ), and Microarray-based Genomic Selection (MGS; Roche-NimbleGen) Okou et al. 2007) . All three methods were tested for their ability to capture the same 2.61 Mb of noncontiguous DNA sequence from an overlapping set of two HapMap DNA samples. We also report, for the first time, a novel Bayesian genotype-assigning algorithm, Most Probable Genotype (MPG) , which was used to analyze the sequence data from all three capture methods. Furthermore, we introduce a pre-capture bar-coding strategy to allow pooling of samples for capture and sequencing. In contrast to previous reviews of genomic enrichment methods, we have directly compared these methods by evaluating genotype sensitivity and accuracy of variant detection, providing insights about overall performance and relative costs.
Results
Both of the solution-based methods-MIP (Fig. 1A) and SHS (Fig.  1B) -are highly multiplexed capture methods that can enrich for a large number of genomic regions. We have incorporated published improvements to the original MIP-based method (Li et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2009a) , including improvements to facilitate automated and effective probe design; accuracy of the MIP-based method has also been improved by segregating overlapping probes to two separate probe sets. The 384K MGS array (Fig. 1C ) also allows for highly multiplexed capture of genomic regions in a single hybridization but uses a solid-phase DNA-oligonucleotide hybridization step; we adapted the original MGS-based protocol ) to increase capture efficiency and to allow for sample pooling to reduce costs. There were a few considerations specific to several of the methods that led us to modify or adapt these methods for the purposes of this study. These are described below, before the overall results of the study are described.
Molecular Inversion Probes (MIPs)
In the process of implementing an MIP-based genomic enrichment method, we found that our sequence data included the probe arm sequences that were designed to hybridize to DNA flanking the region of interest (ROI) (data not shown). This occurred when probes were required to overlap each other in order to capture a long region. Because these arm sequences of the MIP probes were sequenced and aligned, they could falsely increase the proportion of the reference allele and yield false-negative results. In addition to the probe arm sequences, some MIP backbone sequence (nonhuman) was also present and aligned to the human reference sequence with several mismatches, which generated significant numbers of false-positive variants.
One approach for avoiding such artifacts involves end-sequencing the captured DNA fragments, thus avoiding shotgun library preparation and the inclusion of probe backbone sequence. The increasing capabilities of sequencers to generate longer read lengths make this approach more feasible, which may improve alignment rates and provide better coverage and higher sensitivities (Turner et al. 2009a ). We tested this strategy by designing probes to target ROI fragments of about 105 bases with 76-base end-sequences; however, only 55% of the ROI bases could be covered by this design, which we concluded was unacceptable.
We avoided these artifacts by dividing the capture MIPs into two probe sets. Although the two probe sets overlapped each other, the probes within each set were nonoverlapping. Within a nonoverlapping set, the targeting arm and probe backbone sequences are distinguishable from the captured DNA and thus can be excluded following alignment. For the entire capture-to-sequencing process, each of the two probe sets was treated independently. After sequencing and alignment, the targeting arm and backbone bases were computationally removed, and the data were combined. Inversion Probe: 70 base probes are prepared and hybridized to genomic DNA. Capture occurs by filling in sequence between the probe-targeting arms with polymerase and then sealing the circle with ligase. Total genomic DNA is removed with nucleases. The remaining closed circles undergo shotgun library and sequencing library preparation, followed by sequencing. (B) (SHS) Solution Hybrid Selection: A sequencing library is prepared from genomic DNA. This library is hybridized to biotinylated RNA probes in solution and recovered with streptavidin beads. Eluted products are amplified prior to cluster generation and sequencing. (C ) (MGS) Microarray-based Genomic Selection: A sequencing library is prepared from genomic DNA and hybridized to a capture array. Eluted products are amplified prior to cluster generation and sequencing.
As this strategy required the separate sequencing of the DNA captured from each probe set, we needed two lanes, which generated twice as much sequence data for the MIP method compared to the other two; we used this full amount of sequence (;1.1 Gb) in our comparison analyses throughout this study. Future application of this strategy could include indexing of each probe set to allow merging of the individually captured DNA from each set, eliminating the need for two separate sequencing lanes (and the extra sequence) for one sample.
Solution Hybrid Selection (SHS)
Following the initial description of SHS (Gnirke et al. 2009 ), Agilent Technologies released a commercial version (SureSelect). Due to improvements communicated by the vendor, we chose to implement SHS using these kits and performed the captures as described by the manufacturer.
MGS and pooled bar-coded samples
Considering the high cost of MGS (Roche NimbleGen) arrays and the increasing single-lane sequencing capacity of next-generation sequencing platforms, we developed a novel strategy that enables the efficient capture of a pool of 12 individually bar-coded Illumina paired-end (PE) libraries. In contrast to most methods used for bar-coding samples for pool sequencing, this strategy is optimized for use in targeted hybrid capture, followed by sequencing. Specifically, we made a 6-base indexed paired-end library for each of 12 genomic DNA samples (including the same two HapMap samples as were used in the MIP and SHS methods) and simultaneously performed MGS of all 12 samples with one array. The index served as a bar code and provided individual-specific sequence data for the array-enriched targets after sequencing. Reads were assigned to each bar code if the index sequence had no more than one mismatch. Of the reads that passed the quality filter (Illumina GERALD chastity filter), we were able to assign ;99% to a unique sample using this indexing strategy. A narrow distribution of sequencing depth across samples, or sample uniformity, is critical when sequencing bar-coded pools to avoid over-representation of some samples at the expense of others. Poor sample uniformity would require additional sequencing to provide adequate depth of coverage of the samples with lower representation. Perfect sample uniformity would yield 8.3% of filtered reads originating from each of the 12 samples. The difference between the bar-coded samples with the highest (11.4%) and lowest (5.0%) number of filtered reads was slightly over twofold (Table 1 ). We conclude that this level of sample uniformity is acceptable for many potential applications of this target enrichment method.
Another important aspect of sequencing pooled samples is to have each ROI base covered to a similar level across all samples in the pool. This allows for consistent interrogation of the same ROI bases for all samples and facilitates follow-up attempts to re-sequence only the smaller subset of missed regions. We found that samples were fairly uniform with respect to well-covered and poorly covered bases. Approximately 78% of the ROI bases had good coverage ($20-fold redundancy in all 12 samples), 20% had variable coverage (one or more of the indexed samples had one-to 19-fold coverage), and 2% had no coverage in any sample. Bases with no coverage were mainly those for which probes could not be designed.
Input DNA requirements
Sequencing projects often involve analyzing samples with limited DNA resources. We performed MIP capture with 1 mg of input DNA, the lowest amount of the three methods. The SHS and MGS protocols required 3 mg and 4 mg of DNA, respectively. Of note, the modified MGS protocol described here required 4 mg of starting DNA to generate a library suitable for capture and subsequent sequencing on the Illumina GAII platform. Although this reflects an 80% reduction in the amount of input DNA recommended by the Roche/NimbleGen MGS protocol (4 vs. 20 mg), we believe that an even smaller amount of DNA may work as well. We started by shearing 4 mg of input DNA to account for the variability and inaccuracies of measured DNA concentration values; the subsequent library preparation steps (end repair and adapter ligation) proceeded with only 2 mg of sheared DNA. Thus, to further reduce input DNA requirement, more attention could be placed on Both 36 and 51 base reads were generated for MGS. Thirty-six bases of each MGS 51 base read were used. Total Illumina chastity filtered sequence counts for MGS include the 6-base index at the start of each read.
re-quantifying DNA with more reliable, but more time-consuming, methods. We performed targeted enrichment and sequencing on multiple samples for each of the methods. Although the majority of the samples from the MIP and SHS methods were distinct from those of the indexed samples pooled for the MGS capture, there were two HapMap samples in common across all three methods (NA18507 and NA12878). The amount of sequence generated for each of the indexed samples was comparable to that for the single sample experiments ( Table 2 ). The data presented here compare only these two samples unless otherwise noted (i.e., ''extended sample sets'' refers to all samples).
Comparison of methods

Fraction of sequences that align to ROI
The first metric examined was the fraction of the captured DNA that aligned to the ROI. This metric reflects the ability of the method to enrich for appropriate targets and greatly influences the cost (as more sequencing is required for a lower aligned fraction). Approximately 10 to 14 million filtered reads were obtained for each of the two samples captured with either the SHS or MGS methods; in contrast, about 30 million filtered reads were obtained with the MIP method due to the need to generate two nonoverlapping captures (see above) ( Table 2 ). We used ELAND (Illumina, Inc.) to align the sequence reads to the reference human genome and then calculated depth of coverage for our ROI. The sequencing was performed at different times during the project, and the capability of the sequencer evolved during this time period. Consequently, the amount of generated sequence varied for a given number of reads among the methods. To equalize the comparisons, we only used a maximum of 36 bases of each sequence read when calculating the various metrics in this analysis.
Furthermore, the total filtered sequence data count for MGS included the 6-base index at the beginning of each sequence read, accounting for the extra nontarget sequence. Although the proportion of filtered reads that aligned uniquely to the genome varied (76%-90%), the amount that aligned uniquely to the ROI was more consistent (52%-59%) for all methods and samples.
A smaller fraction of MIP-generated reads aligned to the genome as compared to SHS-or MGS-generated reads. Much of this difference was due to the MIP probe-backbone sequence, which is still in the library at this stage; it can only be computationally removed once the alignment is completed, and the captured and designed/backbone bases can be differentiated. As the backbone sequence is not human, it added many mismatches to a given alignment and prevented these reads from aligning to the genome. Even though a smaller fraction of MIP-generated reads aligned to the genome, a higher fraction of the genome-aligned reads (compared to the other two methods) overlapped the ROI, resulting in a total fraction of ROI-aligning reads that was similar to that seen with the other methods.
Depth and uniformity of coverage
Important metrics of the sequence generated by a capture method include the number of sequence reads that overlap each base across the ROI and the uniformity of that coverage depth. This is because accurate genotype assignments depend on a minimum coverage depth (typically 10-to 20-fold) at each base. Uneven depth of coverage across ROI, or poor uniformity, creates the need for more sequencing to provide sufficient data for poorly represented regions.
The proportion of ROI bases with adequate depth of coverage was consistent across samples for a given method but varied among the methods (ranging from ;79%-94% with $10-fold and ;74%-91% with $20-fold depth of coverage) ( Table 2) . A greater proportion of the ROI bases had at least 10-fold coverage depth for MGS, especially compared to the MIP method. This was likely due to differences in the uniformity of coverage for the different methods (Fig. 2) . The distribution for MIP-derived sequence depth of coverage was spread over a wide range (one-to 1937-fold, median at 157-fold); this was less the case for SHS (one-to 675-fold, median at 101-fold) and MGS (one-to 481-fold, median at 66-fold). In general, as the depth of coverage distribution widens, bases with excessively high read depth account for a large share of the sequence reads, necessitating more sequence data to ensure that less efficiently captured regions reach the threshold for a highquality genotype assignment. Due to its more uniform capture, MGS achieved high-quality genotype assignments at more ROI Thirty-six base reads were generated for MIP and SHS, whereas both 36 and 51 base reads were generated for MGS. To make MGS values more comparable with MIP and SHS data and consistent with other data reported in this paper, only 36 bases of each MGS 51 base read were used. Total Illumina chastity filtered sequence counts for MGS include the 6-base index at the start of each read.
bases. The uniformity for SHS was similar to that of MGS, and its 10-fold and 20-fold coverage depth statistics were almost as high as for MGS. The uniformity for MIP was very broad, resulting in fewer high-quality genotype assignments.
Genotype sensitivity
We used a new Bayesian genotype-assigning algorithm, Most Probable Genotype (MPG), to determine genotypes. Specifically, we only accepted genotype assignments with an MPG prediction score of 10 or greater, which we have empirically found to yield a balance between sensitivity and accuracy (see Methods and Supplemental Methods). An MPG score of 10 corresponded roughly with 103 to 203 depth of coverage. We defined genotype sensitivity as the percentage of ROI bases with MPG assignment scores of $10. The MIP method had the lowest genotype sensitivity at ;78% even with twice the amount of sequence data ( Table 2 ). The other two methods were similar to each other, with MGS slightly more sensitive (;93%) than SHS (;86%). This high genotype sensitivity was consistently achieved, even when examining an extended set of samples (Fig. 3) . We have applied each of these methods to other projects with multiple samples and have observed a similarly low variance in genotype sensitivity among samples within each project (data not shown). These results are especially encouraging since the probes could be designed to capture only 93%-96% of the ROI bases for each of the latter two methods. For example, the MGS probe design covered 94.0% of the ROI bases, and this method had genotype sensitivity of up to 93.0% overall, which suggests that almost all of the designed target bases yielded high-quality genotypes. Similarly, the SHS probe design covered 92.6% of the ROI bases and had a genotype sensitivity of 86.2%, assigning a high-quality genotype to the vast majority of the targeted bases. Thus, we can conclude that genotype sensitivity was good and consistent for all three methods, but that MGS had the highest genotype sensitivity.
Bases with no genotype assignments
We also determined the characteristics of the ROI bases with no genotype assignments. Such information may prove useful for choosing a genomic enrichment method (or combination of strategies) for a specific project. We analyzed the genotype assignments for all three methods at each ROI base and determined the number of positions in NA18507 covered by all, two, or one method. There was considerable overlap among the three methods. Specifically, the same 70.33% of the ROI bases were assigned a genotype by all three methods, an additional 25.02% was assigned by at least one method, and 4.65% were not assigned by any method (Fig. 4) . Overall, SHS and MGS had the greatest overlap, sharing genotype assignments for ;83% of the bases of the ROI. We would expect by random chance that ;0.2% of our ROI would be unassigned in all three methods, which is much less than the observed value (4.65%). Similarly, ;61% of the ROI is expected by chance to have genotype assignments in all three methods, which is also less than the observed value (70.33%). This suggests that similarities among the three methods contribute to the observed overlap. One similarity is the avoidance of repetitive sequence during probe design. Our ROI contains ;60 kb that overlaps with the Segmental Duplication Track from the UCSC Genome Browser (Bailey et al. 2001) . Of these bases, we were unable to assign genotypes for ;19 kb with SHS, ;22 kb with MIP, and ;31 kb with MGS. The high percentage of bases without genotype assignments in these regions confirms that all methods are avoiding repeats as part of probe design, with MGS being slightly more stringent. Unassigned genotypes specific to each method may have resulted from limitations of probe design, low depth of coverage (due to capture and/or sequencing issues), or a combination of these problems. We analyzed the GC content of the bases that were targeted by the capture probes, but where no genotypes were assigned. The GC content of unassigned SHS bases was 67%, MIP was 61%, and MGS was 58%, compared to 50.5% for the overall ROI. Thus, for all methods, genotypes were not assigned for a similar set of targeted bases, and these bases were slightly biased toward a high GC content.
Genotype concordance
One of the most critical metrics we assessed was accuracy of the assigned genotypes. Since there is no ''gold standard'' data set of known genotypes at every genomic position for a sample that we sequenced, we evaluated accuracy by measuring concordance of our genotype assignments with two different data sets. The first comparison data set was genotypes derived from analysis with the Infinium 1M SNP BeadChip (1M chip). The second was genotypes derived by aligning the 30-fold coverage whole-genome shotgun (WG) sequence data generated from HapMap sample NA18507 (Bentley et al. 2008) . We used ELAND and called genotypes using MPG at the same thresholds as those used with our capture data. In each case, we compared genotype assignments at ROI bases where the assessed quality of the data from the capture method and the comparison data set was high.
For the comparison with the 1M chip data, we compared genotypes for the two samples: NA18507 and NA12878. Each of the three capture methods achieved a genotype concordance of >99.84% (Table 3) . Similar concordances were seen at heterozygous sites, which are notably more challenging to assign than homozygous sites; specifically, the concordance rate at positions found to be heterozygous with the 1M chip was >99.57% for all methods (Table 3) . Thus genotype assignments from targeted capture sequence data are highly accurate, even at variant positions.
Since only about 2600 genotyped bases from the 1M chip data were represented in our ROI, we also compared the genotypes from the various capture methods to those derived from the WG NA18507 data, which had genotype assignments for 67.3% (1.76/2.61 Mb) of the ROI bases. These WG data provided a larger basis for comparison, including bases not known to be polymorphic. All three methods yielded genotypes with >99.998% concordance with the WG genotypes. When considering only the heterozygous sites in the WG data, the concordance was lower than it was for all sites: 98.111% for MIP, 98.735% for MGS, and 99.609% for SHS. Note that the greatest overlap is among all three methods, and the second greatest is between SHS and MGS. The numbers sum to 95.35% because 4.65% of the ROI was not assigned a genotype in any method. 
To assess the false-positive rate, we compared bases found to be heterozygous in the three capture methods with 1M chip and WG data (Table 3) . Depending on the method, 99.57%-99.78% of the heterozygous genotypes derived from capture data agreed with the 1M chip genotypes for NA18507 (one to two discordant positions in each method), while 100% concordant genotypes were seen for NA12878 over the 400-500 positions compared. Further comparison with the more comprehensive WG data for NA18507 showed slightly lower concordance: 98.840% for SHS, 98.928% for MGS, and 99.296% for MIP over the approximately 1000 positions compared. There were six to 12 discordant positions in each method when compared to WG data. Thus, the false-positive rate was low (<1.2%) for all three methods. We conclude that all three capture methods, when coupled with adequate sequence depth of coverage, yield highly accurate genotype calls.
Alignment artifacts affecting genotype assignments
The data presented here were generated using standard ELAND alignments. One significant limitation of the versions of ELAND we used (v1.3.4 and v1.4.0) is that it is a gapless aligner; it does not consider insertions or deletions. Thus, not only are deletion/insertion variants (DIVs) not detected, but errors can be also introduced at these sites. When a sequence read spans a DIV, every base after the start of the DIV can appear as a mismatch. When this occurs within the first 32 bases of a sequence read, it will fail to align due to the high number of mismatches. However, when this occurs beyond the first 32 bases, ELAND will align the read and note the position(s) of the mismatch(es). These mismatches then appear to the genotype-assigning software as closely clustered nonreference variants (in reality, false-positives), not as DIVs.
To detect DIVs, we used a gapped aligner, cross_match (http:// www.phrap.org), to align those reads not aligned by ELAND. We then assigned genotypes using both the ELAND and cross_match alignments with MPG. We observed small DIVs (up to 4 bp) using data generated by all three capture methods; a subset of these were 100% validated by Sanger-based sequencing (MIP: 33/33, SHS: 37/ 37, and MGS: 25/25). It is unclear what was limiting the length of DIV detection. Because cross_match requires aligned sequence on each side of a gap, the short read lengths were likely a factor and could be mitigated by using sequence reads longer than 36 bases. Although we are still refining these methods, we show here that all three of these capture methods can be used to detect small DIVs.
Sequencing requirements
A critical measure of the effectiveness of a genomic enrichment method is the amount of sequencing required to achieve the desired endpoints. Such considerations include the proportion of genotypes accurately assigned in the ROI, the limits of this sensitivity, and the associated costs. We normalized the data to assess the effects of varying the amount of generated sequence data for NA18507 and NA12878 from each of the methods (Fig. 5) . For all methods, we observed an initial sharp rise in sensitivity with increasing amounts of filtered sequence data. This was followed by a plateau, during which very little gain was achieved compared to the amount of additional data. The MIP method reached ;70% coverage with 400 Mb of filtered sequence. For the same amount of sequence, the SHS method attained higher sensitivities of 84%-85%, while the MGS method performed even better with sensitivities of ;91%. However, if the desire is to pool samples for capture with the MGS method, one must take into account the twofold inter-sample variability in the amount of sequence obtained for individual samples in the pool (Table 1) . Thus, we expect the sensitivities of the extended set of 12 samples in a pool will not all be 91%. For example, assuming a normal distribution of the number of sequence reads assigned to each indexed sample, with variance equal to the observed data, we estimate that 11/12 individuals within the pool would have sensitivities ranging from 88% to 93% (when aiming for a per-sample average of 400 Mb of Figure 5 . Genotype sensitivity with increasing sequence data. Percentage of genotypes assigned in the ROI (same for all methods) with increasing filtered sequence data for NA18507 and NA12878. Sequence counts are based on 36 bases per read for MIP and SHS. To account for the 6-base index bar code, 42 bases were used in the sequence count calculations for MGS. The dashed arrow indicates genotype sensitivity level (67.3%) of 30-fold coverage whole-genome shotgun (WG) data for the ROI analyzed in this study. filtered sequence data). To put this filtered sequence requirement into context, our recent experience with the Illumina platform indicates that ;85% of the generated sequence reads pass the quality filter. Assuming this rate holds true for other experiments, 400 Mb of filtered sequence is roughly equivalent to 470 Mb of raw sequence.
The determination of adequacy of sequencing will depend on each project and how much one is willing to spend to incrementally improve the sensitivity. However, generating 470 Mb of raw sequence is, as of this writing, achievable with one lane of a single-end 36-base run on the Illumina GAII instrument; thus, the sensitivities compared here are appropriate benchmarks for each method. To evaluate this further, the WG NA18507 data provided genotype coverage for 67.3% of the bases in our ROI. This level of sensitivity was met by all methods with relatively little sequence data (MIP: ;300 Mb, SHS: ;110 Mb, and MGS: ;100 Mb), suggesting a substantial improvement over that provided by early whole-genome sequencing that provided 30-fold average coverage depth.
Discussion
The ever-increasing throughput of DNA sequencing instruments makes feasible the interrogation of the entire genome of individual human research subjects. However, whole-genome shotgun sequencing is not the most appropriate option for all projects. The ability to enrich for genomic regions of interest (e.g., coding exons or regions found by genetic association studies to harbor diseasecausing variants) in humans or any other organism at low cost and high efficiency is needed for many experiments. The majority of available genomic enrichment strategies involve liquid-or solidphase capture, dependent on the hybridization of synthetic probes to complementary target genomic sequences. We evaluated three of these methods with respect to their effectiveness and operational attributes.
An important metric for these methods is the genotype sensitivity represented by the percentage of ROI bases covered by high-quality genotype assignments. All three methods were highly sensitive, with MGS being the most sensitive, followed closely by SHS and then MIP. The sensitivity across the extended sample sets was highly reproducible for SHS and MGS, with the latter having slightly more variation due to differing amounts of sequence data obtained for each sample (within the pool of indexed samples). We then investigated some of the factors that may have accounted for this variability in sensitivity.
Initially, we compared factors at the early steps of the process such as the breadth of coverage of the designed probes across the ROI and the fraction of the quality filtered reads that aligned to the ROI. Despite the fact that the probe-design parameters were different among the three methods, there were no significant differences in the amounts of the ROI covered by each design method. Although MIP had slightly higher design coverage, its overall genotype sensitivity was lower than the other methods. Additionally, the fraction of reads aligning to the ROI was similar among the three methods. Thus, neither of these two factors was a major determinant of the differences in genotype sensitivity.
The fraction of reads aligning to the ROI does not take into account the evenness of enrichment across the targeted regions. We next examined uniformity in the depth of coverage for each method and found this parameter to be the major contributing factor for the variation in genotype assignment sensitivity. The MGS method yielded the most uniform depth of coverage, followed by SHS and then MIP (which was significantly less uniform than the other methods). As uniformity decreases, certain positions have a much higher depth of coverage than is necessary for accurate genotype assignment, while other positions lack coverage and are thus more prone to have absent or incorrect assignments.
Although all methods used different approaches, they captured and assigned genotypes to largely the same positions. This suggests that all three methods have difficulty designing for or enriching for the same regions, or that the loss of these regions occurred during a downstream process common to all the methods (i.e., during sequencing). The implication of these results is that the potential improvement in genotype sensitivity by using two capture methods may not be sufficient to justify the increased cost of implementing multiple methodologies.
A logical follow-up question is whether one can define the characteristics of genomic regions for which genotype assignments are not made. We found that regions lacking genotype assignments were a result of probe design limitations in some instances, while others were due to the capture method and/or sequencing limitations. All probes were designed to avoid repetitive sequence, as these regions are challenging to capture and the resulting reads are difficult to uniquely align even if captured. The ROI bases with poor depth of coverage (this excludes ROI bases not in the probe design) tended to have a higher GC content than those that were sufficiently covered. Of the bases with poor depth of coverage by MGS and SHS methodologies, SHS had a slightly higher percentage of GC bases, suggesting that high GC segments may more adversely affect SHS. Although GC extremes are known to be problematic for polymerases and in hybridization reactions, the Illumina GA also sequences these regions less efficiently (Bentley et al. 2008 ). We cannot distinguish at which step GC content is preventing sequence recovery, but the effect reduces the sensitivities of these methods and suggests that high-GC regions are problematic for all such methods.
Targeted sequencing is an invaluable tool for variant discovery, and as such, we consider the accuracy of the genotype assignments to be a critical metric. All three of the genomic enrichment methods generated data that agreed well with known genotypes: >99.84% and >99.998% when compared to 1M chip and WG genotypes, respectively. Additionally, of those heterozygous positions identified by these methods, >99.57% and >98.840% agreed with the 1M chip and WG data, respectively, indicating low false-positive rates in all cases.
In addition to substitutions, we also detected small insertion/ deletion variants (up to 4 bases) in the captured DNA from each of the three methods, suggesting that such variants are amenable to both polymerase and hybridization-based genomic enrichment. When gapped alignments are available, our genotype-assigning algorithm, MPG, can apply Bayes Theorem to determine insertion/ deletion. We used Sanger sequencing to validate insertions/deletions and confirmed all those tested.
One of the most important variables in a genomic enrichment experiment is the amount of sequence needed to achieve a given genotype sensitivity level. By assigning genotypes with varying subsets of random reads, we have shown that for all three methods, there is a point at which additional sequence offers diminishing increases in genotype sensitivity. MGS reached this plateau earlier than the other two methods, presumably due to a more uniform depth of coverage. The amount of sequence required for a given project depends on many variables, but this analysis should be useful in finding the ideal balance between cost and sensitivity. Our data suggest that SHS and MGS provide sensitivity levels in the range of 85%-93% for a 2.61-Mb ROI, with sequence data obtained from the equivalent of one lane of a single-end 36-base run on an Illumina GAII. We used 36-base reads for comparison of the methods in this study as that was the standard read length for the Illumina platform at the time the data was generated. With the longer reads achievable with current technology, this amount of sequence will be in excess of that required for coverage of a 2.61 Mb ROI. More data would be available, for coverage and genotype assignment. However, alignment artifacts resulting from undetected insertion/deletions may increase false-positive rates.
We also analyzed the published WG reads of HapMap individual NA18507 (Bentley et al. 2008) , aligned these reads to the genome, and assigned genotypes using the same algorithm as for the enriched samples. Interestingly, the genotype sensitivity of this early whole-genome sequence for our regions of interest was only 67.3%. Although efficiency and data analyses of high-throughput sequencing have improved considerably since the WG sequence was generated, this offers a compelling reason to use genomic enrichment instead of sequencing with whole-genome shotgun approaches. Even as sequencing costs decrease, the amount of whole-genome sequence required to cover a specific region at the sensitivities we have observed may continue to make genome enrichment the preferred strategy for sequencing a subset of the genome.
The total cost (reagents, time, and effort) of a genomic enrichment and sequencing protocol and the number of samples involved must be considered when designing specific experiments. While this study did not include formal cost analysis, some general and relative conclusions can be drawn. Our development and application of a pooled capture strategy for MGS has reduced the cost of not only the genomic enrichment step (array cost and processing), but also the preparation of libraries and sequencing requirements. Methods are available for indexing DNA libraries for pooled sequencing, but methods are not well established for indexing libraries for pooling prior to both enrichment and sequencing. The ability to pool samples in the early stages of library preparation (i.e., immediately after indexed adapter ligation) condenses the majority of the effort for library construction by over a factor of 10. Sequencing of a pool of bar-coded samples is also more cost-efficient than individual sample sequencing as the amount of sequence obtained per lane increases; sequencing only one individual in one lane will provide excessive data for a 2-Mb to 3-Mb ROI. The extra sequencing required for the 6-base index in each read should not be a deterrent, as the indexed MGS samples had the highest sensitivity even when having a lower amount of quality filtered sequence than the other two methods. Although the MIP capture reagents are inexpensive compared to the other methods, it requires the longest processing time, and the separation of MIP probes into two nonoverlapping sets doubles the costs of library preparation and sequencing. At the time of writing, the cost of sequencing is still the significant portion of the total cost of an enrichment-sequencing experiment. SHS was the fastest method, and it did not require specialized equipment. Additionally, the SHS protocol should be amenable to robotic manipulation, theoretically offering a significant increase in throughput. Although we have applied our indexing protocol only in the context of MGS, we believe it can be easily adapted to the solutionbased methods. The rapid pace at which sequencing technologies are increasing throughput makes indexing or bar-coding DNA libraries highly relevant for optimizing efficiencies for both targeted enrichment and sequencing.
In this study, we directly compared three methods for genomic enrichment in a rigorous manner. We found MGS to be the most sensitive, with the introduction of sample pooling prior to the capture process reducing its cost further. Single arrays can be ordered, but reagent price scaling, additional equipment cost, and array handling make this method more appropriate for medium to large projects. SHS approaches the sensitivity of MGS and requires no specialized equipment. Reagent price scaling is based on a minimum sample size of 10, making SHS appropriate for both medium and large projects and less so for small projects. Furthermore, the simplicity of SHS benefits large and very large projects. For MIP, reagent cost is low, and it may therefore be appropriate for small projects or for medium projects when sequencing costs are negligible, but decreased sensitivity due to uneven depth of coverage needs to be considered. We conclude that there is no one best method as each has inherent strengths and weaknesses. Researchers have the option to choose among several effective methods and select the one most suitable for their project goals and budgets.
As whole-genome sequencing costs continue to fall, it would appear that the lifetime of genome enrichment methods might be limited. While this may be true in the very long term, these methods will continue to be useful for an extended period of time. Even as whole-genome sequencing becomes less costly, the burden of storing and analyzing large data sets remains high. Thus, one will likely be able to perform targeted sequencing on many more samples with a given amount of resources, allowing greater experimental breadth and power. By focusing on the desired regions, targeted sequencing methods can more effectively achieve higher sensitivity with much less sequence and will remain a valuable strategy for detailed interrogation of genomic regions.
Methods
Targeted genomic regions
We targeted 2.61 Mb of noncontiguous sequence, comprised of the exons and flanking regions from 528 genes. These genes were selected because they were associated with type 2 diabetes (T2D) or related quantitative traits that were either identified from several meta-analyses of genome-wide association studies for T2D or related quantitative traits (318 genes), or were included in the NHGRI ClinSeq Study, a pilot large-scale sequencing effort in a clinical research setting, of cardiovascular disease associated loci (279 genes) (Biesecker et al. 2009 ). Some genes were in both sets, giving a list of 528 unique genes. More specifically, the gene regions targeted were exons from the UCSC Known Genes and RefSeq Genes tracks (hg18), 2-kb regions centered on the transcriptional start site, and conserved regions according to the UCSC phastConsElements28wayPlacMammal track that occurred within 10 kb upstream of the TSS or in the 39-UTR.
DNA samples
DNA or cell lines from HapMap individuals were obtained from Coriell Cell Repositories. Finnish DNA samples were collected as part of the Finland-United States Investigation of NIDDM Genetics Study (Valle et al. 1998) . ClinSeq DNA samples were collected and consented as described in Biesecker et al. (2009) . The collection and use of these samples were approved by the appropriate IRB and/or ethics committees.
Method 1: MIP
Primer design
MIP probes were designed using PrimerTile (Chines et al. 2005 ), a program for automated large-scale design and in silico testing of PCR primer pairs. This program achieves high target coverage by tiling primer pairs across a given region. This software was adapted for MIP capture by optimizing various design parameters. We used the following parameters to design 14,545 probes, which covered 95.9% of the ROI bases: (1) Probe targeting arms were designed to capture regions between 80 and 360 bases long. (2) GC content of probe targeting arms was between 30% and 60% (most between 35% and 55%). (3) Probe targeting arms did not overlap known dbSNP130 positions. (4) Probe targeting arms did not include Nt.AlwI or Nb.BsrDI restriction sites. We performed multiple iterations of probe design to optimize coverage. Redundant targeting pairs were removed and the remaining targeting arm pairs were oriented into a 100-mer probe as described in Porreca et al. (2007) . The probes were separated into two nonoverlapping sets and ordered separately as either Probe Library Synthesis (Agilent Technologies) or OligoMix (LC Sciences). Subsequent captures and sequencing were performed separately for each tube of probes. Sequence data for each tube were filtered to only include positions that were captured in that set, and combined for genotype calling.
Probe preparation
The MIP probes were prepared as described in Porreca et al. (2007) with the following modifications. Ten fmol of synthesized probe library was amplified in a 1-mL PCR reaction (split to 20 tubes) using 10 mL of Amplitaq Gold (Applied Biosystems), 100 mM each primer, and 200 mM each dNTP. Cycling conditions were 5 min at 95°C, 20 cycles of 30 sec at 95°C, 1 min at 54°C, 2 min at 72°C, and finally, 5 min at 72°C.
The PCR products were purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation with 1/10th vol of 7.5 M ammonium acetate. The precipitate was resuspended in 85 mL of Elution Buffer (QIAGEN). The purified product was digested with restriction enzymes as described in Porreca et al. (2007) , but with a 2-h incubation period. The digested product was again purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The 70-bp digested product was then size-selected on a 6% denaturing acrylamide gel. Processed, size-selected probes were finally quantitated by running an aliquot against known amounts of similarly sized DNA fragments on a denaturing acrylamide gel.
Capture
Methods were adapted from Porreca et al. (2007) , including improvements from Li et al. (2009) and Turner et al. (2009a) . For each tube of probes, 500 ng of genomic DNA was combined with capture probes (2.9 pM each probe) in 13 mL of 13 Ampligase buffer (Epicentre Biotechnologies). The reactions were incubated for 4 min at 20°C, 5 min at 95°C, and 36 h at 60°C. One microliter of extension and ligation mix was added (8.75 mM dNTPs, 2 U/mL Taq Stoffel fragment [Applied Biosystems, Inc.] , and 5 U/mL Ampligase in 13 Ampligase buffer). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 48 h. Linear genomic DNA was degraded with ExoI (40 U) and ExoIII (200 U) (NEB) for 1 h at 37°C.
Shotgun library preparation
We amplified using normal PCR (instead of rolling circle amplification) with PCR primers CP-2-FA and CP-2-RA (Porreca et al. 2007 ). The PCR was carried out as follows: 4 mL of capture template, 13 Herculase Reaction Buffer, 0.25 mM each dNTP, 10 mM each primer, and 1 mL of Herculase II Fusion DNA Polymerase (Agilent Technologies, Stratagene Products). Reactions were split into two separate tubes and incubated for 2 min at 98°C, 18 cycles of 20 sec at 98°C, 20 sec at 58°C, and 30 sec at 72°C. Samples were then end-repaired using the End-It End Repair Kit (Epicentre Biotechnologies). Finally, samples were concatenated overnight at 16°C using 2000 U of T4 DNA/Ligase (New England Biolabs), 18% PEG-3350 (Sigma-Aldrich) in 13 T4 ligase buffer. After confirmation of efficient concatenation, samples were prepared for shotgun sequencing on the Illumina GA-2 platform with the Single-End Library Preparation kit (Illumina), using sonication (Covaris) to fragment the samples. Samples were purified using AMPure beads (Beckman Coulter Genomics).
Method 2: SHS
Probe design
Probes were designed using the eArray website and ordered as part of a SureSelect Target Enrichment System kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc.). Default settings were used (120-bp probes, with 60-bp overlap), except that we increased the allowable overlap with the RepeatMasked regions from 20 to 60 bases. The initial targets were ''padded'' as described below for MGS. The design resulted in 46,869 baits, which covered 92.6% of the ROI bases.
Library preparation and capture
Library preparation and capture were performed as described in the SureSelect Target Enrichment System Protocol, version 1.2 (Agilent Technologies, Inc., April 2009) with several minor modifications. Briefly, 3 mg of sample was sheared with sonication (Covaris), endrepaired, and ligated to Single-End sequencing adapters (Illumina) as described in the SureSelect protocol. The sample was gel-purified and size-selected to 200-300 bp from a 10-cm 4% NuSieve (Lonza) agarose gel (13 V, 17 h) and subsequently amplified. The amplified library was purified on MinElute columns (QIAGEN) and eluted in 10 mL of Buffer EB instead of 50 mL. Five hundred nanograms of this library was mixed with the SureSelect hybridization buffer and denatured for 5 min at 95°C. The biotinylated RNA baits (SureSelect kit) were added, and the reaction was incubated for 24 h at 65°C. The hybridized DNA-bait duplexes were captured on Dynabeads M-280 streptavidin beads (Life Technologies), washed several times with SureSelect wash buffers, and eluted. Following a desalting purification, the sample was amplified using Herculase II Fusion DNA polymerase (Agilent Technologies, Stratagene Products; 18 cycles), purified using AMPure beads (Beckman Coulter Genomics), and quantified, and was then ready for cluster generation.
Method 3: MGS
MGS array design
Overlapping 58-to 104-mer probes were designed (Roche NimbleGen Inc.; probe design version 1.0_2008_06_04) to tile across each region of interest (ROI) segment. Within each tiled region, each successive probe is spaced every 5-11 bases along the genome. To potentially increase the efficiency of hybrid capture, we enlarged small segments to be at least 200 bp in length and merged segments within 200 bp of each other, leading to an ROI-plus target of 3.21 Mb. The final completed array included 3.01 Mb of the ROI-plus target, of which 2.450 Mb covered 93.8% of the 2.61 Mb of ROI bases targeted for the 528 genes.
DNA samples and DNA oligonucleotides DNA oligonucleotides for adapters, PCR or blocking in hybridization reactions, were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies.
Bar-coding indexes
We designed six-base indexes to tag DNA from different source individuals. Index base combinations were selected such that each was different from the others at three or more of the five bases that are allowed to vary (Supplemental Table 1 ). The sixth and last (39) base is an invariant ''T'' to allow ligation to ''A''-tailed genomic fragments. This strategy was adopted to allow for an incorrect genotype call at one of the index bases, while maintaining a high probability of assigning the read to the correct source individual. Furthermore, we selected index combinations to have balanced representation of each of the four nucleotide types in the first few base positions of the read. This was done to allow Illumina's automated calibration process to calculate appropriate matrix and phasing parameters.
Adapter preparation
Adapters were prepared as described by Craig et al. (2008) but with minor modifications. Briefly, each lyophilized indexed adapter oligonucleotide was resuspended to 100 mM in 10 mM Tris-HCL (pH 8.0). A 50-mL volume mixture consisting of 7.5 mL of each adapter oligonucleotide, 5 mL of 103 annealing buffer (100 mM Tris at pH 8.0, 0.5 M NaCl) and 30 mL of sterile water, was incubated in a thermocycler under the following conditions: 95°C for 5 min, then a 1°C stepdown per minute to cool to a final temperature of 25°C. The resulting 15 mM adapter mix was used as stock in the adapter ligation reaction for Illumina library construction.
Illumina library construction
Paired-end (PE) libraries for sequencing on a GA II sequencer were constructed according to a protocol adapted from the Genome Analyzer Paired End libraries generation kit (Illumina). Slight modifications of the manufacturer's protocol were incorporated to accommodate an indexing strategy. Briefly, 12 PE libraries were made for six HapMap (two CEU, two YRI, and two JPT) and six Finnish individuals. For each library, 4 mg of genomic DNA from one individual was sheared for 65 sec on a Covaris S2 with the following parameters: duty cycle of 5, intensity of 4, and 200 cycles per burst. The resulting fragments (100-700 bp; median ;250 bp) were quantified on the Model 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) by comparing with a similarly sheared DNA of known concentration (heretoforth referred to as the ''DNA quantification standard''). This normalized DNA concentration was used to calculate 2 mg of each sheared DNA sample for end repair, A-tailing, and adapter ligation as per the PE library protocol, but with an extension to the adapter sequence as described by Craig et al. (2008) . A 6-base index was added to one end of each PE adapter oligonucleotide (59Phos-XXXXXXGATCGGAAGAGCGGTTCAGC AGGAATGCCGAG-39 and 59-ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTC TTCCGATCTXXXXX*T-39; X denotes index/complement base and * denotes phosphorothioate bond) such that the annealed adapter complex included a 6-bp index bar code (Supplemental Table 1 ) on each end of the genomic fragment. After purifying the ligated products with the QIAquick PCR purification kit (QIAGEN) and quantifying with the 2100 Bioanalyzer, equal proportions equivalent to ;0.5 mg of each sample were pooled (giving a total of 6 mg of DNA) and run for 110 min in two lanes of a 2.0% TAE agarose minigel at 70 V. Library fragments corresponding to ;250-350 bp were extracted, purified with the QIAGEN gel extraction kit, and quantified with the Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Products). The library pool was enriched for adapter-modified products with a 12-cycle amplification performed according to the Illumina PE protocol (and with universal Illumina PCR primer PE 1.0 and 2.0), but in six 50-mL replicate tubes and 35 ng of input template per tube. The amplified library pool was purified with 0.8 volumes of Ampure XP Beads according to the manufacturer's instructions (Beckman Coulter Genomics) and then quantified relative to the DNA quantification standard on the 2100 Bioanalyzer.
Hybrid capture and post-capture processing
Hybrid capture of the library pool on the MGS array was performed as per the Sequence Capture protocol (Roche NimbleGen Inc.), but with minor modifications. Briefly, a 4.8-mL solution containing 100 mg of Cot-1 DNA, 4 mg of amplified library pool DNA, and 1003 molar excess of each universal PCR primer PE 1.0 and 2.0 (used as blocking oligonucleotides to reduce nonspecific hybridization resulting from annealing of only the PCR primer ends from noncomplementary target sequences) was added to 8 mL of 23 SC hybridization buffer and 3.2 mL of SC hybridization buffer Component A. The resulting 16-mL mixture was heated for 10 min at 95°C, equilibrated to 42°C, and loaded onto a custom 385K array (Roche NimbleGen Inc.). Following a 68-h hybridization period at 42°C with mixing in a MAUI Hybridization System chamber, the array was washed and the captured DNA was eluted with 125 mM NaOH, purified with a MinElute column (QIAGEN), and eluted in 25 mL of EB buffer. The captured DNA was PCR-amplified in five 50-mL replicate tubes with 3 mL of DNA template per tube. Amplification was performed as described in the PE sequencing protocol (Illumina Inc.), but for only 10 cycles. The amplified product was purified with 0.8 volumes of Ampure XP beads according to the manufacturer's instructions, re-suspended in a final volume of 30 mL of sterile water, and prepared for sequencing on the GA II sequencer.
Sequencing
Sequencing was performed as described by the manufacturer's protocols (Illumina Inc.). Samples were quantified for cluster generation using quantitative-PCR to improve cluster number targeting. These samples were sequenced using Version 2 cluster kits and Version 3 sequencing kits.
Alignment of sequence reads and genotype calling
Reads were aligned to the hg18 human reference genome using ELAND as part of the standard Pipeline Analysis v1.3.4 and v1.4.0 (Illumina Inc.). These versions of ELAND use a maximum of 32 bases of each read for alignment, and this maximum 32-base alignment was used for all three methods. Reads that failed the manufacturer's chastity filter were omitted. Sequence alignments and quality scores were passed to the MPG (Most Probable Genotype) program to call genotypes for every reference position at which there are aligned sequence reads. To be included, a read base must have a minimum phred-style base quality score of 20. The MPG algorithm is built on a Bayesian model that simulates sampling from one or two chromosomes with sequencing error and then calculates the likelihood of each possible genotype given the observed sequence data. Genotype predictions need an MPG score of at least 10 to be considered accurate.
See Supplemental Methods for further details.
